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Agenda

The primary purpose of the meeting is to talk about next steps, which may include 4871bis work.

1. Administrative: agenda review, WG status review, etc. (5 mins)
2. Discussion of next steps. (the rest of the time)
Status

- “errata” (draft-ietf-dkim-rfc4871-errata) is in the RFC editor queue
- ADSP (draft-ietf-dkim-ssp) is in the RFC editor queue
- Overview (draft-ietf-dkim-overview) is now RFC 5585
- Deployment (draft-ietf-dkim-deployment) is in working-group last call (through 7 Aug)
Specific topics for discussion

• Is there enough energy to update DKIM base (RFC 4871) & go to draft standard?
• Is DKIM base ready for that? Do we have enough experience to know it's stable?
• Should we eliminate features in the process, to streamline?
• If so, what features?
• Do we have good statistics on what features are used on each side?